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Real estate is constantly changing and since COVID its been changing

more rapidly than ever. While I still think that it’s important to stay

on top of other lead generating activities, such as door knocking,

phone calls, open houses, etc., the world is quickly going all digital and

if you want to stay relevant while also gaining TONS of genuine

leads, social media is by far the best way to do it. 

The thing about social media is that you have to not only be

consistent and entertaining, but it also needs to provide your target

audience with real value by showing up with quality content. 

Have you picked your niche yet? I’ve found that often times your

ideal niche is going to be the one that you best fit into yourself. This is

because not only does it help you create a credible connection with

your audience, but because you fit into that group yourself you’re

more likely to have a better idea of what they want, how to reach

them, the information they need to know and more!

GETTING STARTED
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Getting started

is the hardest

part, once you

get going you'll

be surprised at

how quickly

you grow! 

WHAT NEXT?
So you found your niche, next let’s create a logo, this will be something simple

and eye catching that you can add as a watermark to any post, picture, flyer,

video etc. Since you’re going to being showing this a lot on your various social

media feeds, and you want you feed to be as pleasing to the eye as possible, its

best to pick your color scheme from the start and keep these colours in mind

when designing your logo. This will be 2-4 colors that you anticipate being in

most of your posts. To give you an idea of how I chose my color scheme, I looked

at the most common background colors, along with the most common colors that

I wore and chose based on what showed up in the majority of my pictures. One

way to do this is by going through the most recent pictures on you’re phone or

personal instagram feed if it’s not already curated in a specific manner. 

After you’ve got your logo, let’s get the

profile picture; you want one that looks

professional yet not too stiff.

ABSOLUTELY make sure that you’ve

got on a big smile, you want your

audience to like you and people are

drawn to positive energy! Once you’ve

found the perfect picture, STAY

CONSISTENT, you’ll use this picture for

EVERY social media platform, including

flyers, signs, business cards

EVERYTHING! By using different

pictures across different platforms you

run the risk of people thinking they

found the wrong profile, that its not

really you, or that it’s someone

pretending to be you, so always use the

same profile image and if you change it

in one place, change it everywhere. Modern Agent Assist 
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SETTING UP ACCOUNTS
You’re ready to start setting up your social media accounts, remember

consistency is key! You’ll want to use the same username across all platforms.

For one it saves you room on all your posts when you don’t have to tag a

bunch of different usernames, two it allows for people to more easily find you,

and three it will help on google when it comes to SEO to maximize your reach.

As for if you need to set up a new Instagram or if you can continue using your

old one, that’s completely up to you. Personally I opted to start fresh, I wanted

my audience to be 100% the audience who chose to follow me for the current

content and value that I’m providing, however by using the one you already

have you can tap into the an audience that's already there, even if they don’t

care quite as much about the content you're putting out. There are pros and

cons to either so it's up to you to decide how you want to go about it!

Next we need to get a Facebook page set up! When setting up your facebook

page and Instagram accounts, make sure to connect them. This will save you a

lot of time in the future because instead of having to repurpose the same posts

for both platforms, by connecting them you can post something on Instagram

such as a feed post or even story, and have it automatically post to your page

without any extra steps! 

Once you've got your page set up, you'll want to join different groups to help

with networking, and getting the word out in general. Don't just join random

groups though, you want to make sure they are somewhat relevant to your

brand and content. (Be careful to follow all group guidelines when posting

within these groups) 

Now you're ready to send out invites, make sure to invite EVERYONE to like

your page, being shy is not going to help you grow your business.  
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GAME PLAN
So now that you’ve got your most important accounts set up, our next step is to

create a game plan for posting!

I found through my own research and personal trial and error, that for your

feed to be both pleasing to the eye and of value to your audience it’s never a

good idea to just do it off the cuff. Planning and drafting your posts will not

only give you the time you need to make sure that all of your photos are

organized in the most eye-catching way but also gives you time to write

engaging posts and include relevant hashtags. DO NOT just create a bunch of

hashtags and then copy and paste them to each and every post! One thing you

need to know about Instagram and Facebook as well, is that if you include

hashtags that are not relevant to what you are posting, the algorithm is less

likely to push that post to more people. A good practice is to pick one day a week

and set aside a few hours to focus on your content creation and drafting out all

of your posts for the week ahead for each social media platform. 

Creating a

Posting Plan

and Stick to it!

 

Consistency is

KEY! 

To organize your instagram feed, there
are TONS of apps you can download for
free (personally I use “feed preview”),
that allow you to organize and move
things around so that you can preview
what your feed will look like before you
actually make the posts. 

When organizing posts, and how you
want to do it, is completely up to you, but
even then you should decide on what
“formula” so to speak, that you want to
use. As you know, on Instagram, your
feed is posted in rows of three posts, so
for example, a formula I used for a while
that I found had great success was what I
call the “ P.I.R.” strategy (Personal-
Informational-Reel)
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THE "P-I-R" STRATEGY
Post something a bit more personal, such as a selfie, or any picture that includes you in it. Maybe you went on

a hike, maybe you took a cute picture on your way to a showing, whatever it may be. Remember, your

audience is more than just your audience, every view, every like, every comment you get, is a potential client.

And your clients want to know about you! They don’t want to just constantly be taking in knowledge every

time they see your face, they’ll start to think of you as a teacher, and even when you like your teachers, they

are rarely people you CHOOSE to spend your time with (unless their your friends or family) but more

importantly this helps build trust and a connection before even meeting you!                            

Post something thats not only informational, but something that your audience will find genuine value in

reading! (For this you can design a template background image that you change the caption for on each of

these posts, this will help keep your feed consistent while still aesthetically pleasing) You’re audience is

following you not just because your feed is cute, but more likely because they know you’re someone who fits

in the same niche as they do, they know what you do for a living and they want to know more about what

you know and how it relates to them! This is a great time to teach your audience something new and provide

them with value, such as how to make an offer, where to start, what is escrow, etc.                                  

Post a reel! This is going to be one of the most important posts you make in regards to growing your audience,

which in turn means growing your base of potential clients. As the Instagram/Facebook platforms are

changing, Instagram has made it very clear to anyone who pays attention to the algorithm, that they are now

leaning towards video posts over pictures. By this I mean when you post a regular feed picture, it’s not really

being shown to anyone other than the people who already follow you, but when you post reels it’s more

likely to be seen by people who aren’t already following you. This is a great opportunity to post content that

fits into both the personal and information categories, but also make it more attention grabbing for any

potential new followers because, again, this is your growing post. An example of how you can achieve this is,

say you found a trending sound while scrolling through your reels feed, now use that sound while showing

yourself in the video (this is what makes it more personal), and make it relate to something that provides your

target audience with just enough value to get them on the hook. This not only shows you’re knowledge and

personality, but if you can make someone laugh or smile, you’ve already taken another big step in building a

connection with them! This is also a post that you can modify to fit different posting needs while still hitting

both those marks I previously mentioned. For example, when you’ve closed on a home, giving a tour of a

property, doing a monthly market update, open house preview, talking about a situation you’ve recently had

to deal with, talking about a common problem or question your clients often have, etc. This is the time where

you can and should mix it up! 

1.

2.

3.

You can either use this formula, modify it or come up with one all your own. After you’ve come up with your

formula of how you want to show up on your feed, it’s going to make organizing and drafting your posts a lot

easier. 
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Let’s make sure that we’re covering all of our social media bases to really

maximize our reach. The platforms you should be posting on are

Instagram, Facebook (two we’ve already covered because everything

you post on your Instagram will automatically be posted to your

Facebook) Youtube, TikTok, LinkedIn and Pinterest. Now Facebook and

Instagram speak for themselves because we already know that they are

the most popular platforms but what about the others? Depending on

your target audience you may think that it’s not worth your time to be

on sites like Linkedin but when it comes to building trust and building

your online presence, you want to show up anywhere that clients might

be searching for you. While Linkedin may not be most peoples go to

source, I can guarantee you that when someone wants to know more

about your reputation they will be checking and you don’t want to run

the risk of simply not showing up. That being said, Youtube and

Pinterest are the tools you NEED to use in order to truly maximize your

SEO and gain more traction online. A major reason being, Google owns

Youtube which means that by posting on that platform you’re going to

show up more when people search certain terms on Google. Another

reason is because according to https://pbjmarketing.com Pinterest has

“over 400 million active monthly users and more than 2 billion monthly

searches” meaning that by using targeted ads, posting consistently and

posting in a way that grabs peoples attention you’re more likely to

maximize your reach and redirect traffic back to your other sites and

social media platforms where they can then be converted to potential

leads. 

COVERING OUR BASES
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PINTEREST
A good practice with Pinterest is to post 3-10 pins daily. I know that

seems like a lot but these posts don’t have to be quite as value filled

as your posts on other sites such as Instagram. Moreover, if you are

drafting them ahead of time and scheduling them to post

automatically it won’t be as much of a chore. These posts are mainly

going to be images to capture peoples attention, that you’ll link back

to either your website, link tree, other social medias, or other

intended destination depending on your goal for the post. Some posts

are intended to help get more Instagram followers in which case

you’ll want your pins to be linked to your profile or most recent post

(or better yet make a pin for each, one for your profile and one for

your most recent post, there’s two pins already done!) or maybe you

have an open house coming up that you want to get more people to

show up for, in which case you’ll link the pin to either the open

house landing page or event page (or both!). The important thing to

keep in mind when drafting each pin is what the goal is for that post,

and who the audience is that you’re trying to reach and then make

sure to use RELEVANT key words.If you follow these tips, you'll

likely notice when drafting your posts that posting up to 10 pins in a

day is actually quite easy to do and the reach that your posts will get

on all platforms is sure to take off!  
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YOUTUBE & TIKTOK

Next, let’s touch on Youtube and TikTok. We’ve already

touched on Youtube a bit, but let’s talk more about what to

actually post there. Well because Youtube is mostly a tool for

maximizing our online presence and increasing SEO, it’s not a

source that I focus much time and energy on, but it’s one that I

recommend where you still post everything! Every open

house, every showing, every monthly market update, every

video that’s relevant to your audience, every quick little snip

it from your day that you might usually put on your Facebook

or Instagram, story, POST IT! Your potential clients should be

able to know you so well from your videos that they can

already remember the sound of your voice before the first

time they even meet you. Additionally body language is so

important when it comes to communication and the more

people see you on screen rather than just images of you, the

more your audience is going to feel like they actually know

you, which in turn builds trust with them. 
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YOUTUBE & TIKTOK
TikTok on the other hand is quite a bit different, it’s really only similar in the sense

that it’s strictly a video app. As with ALL other platforms, CONSISTENCY is KEY! The

algorithm on this app changes a lot but one thing that I’ve noticed is that if your first

few videos do well, you’re more likely to have your following videos pushed to

viewers. The trick lies in how to get a video to do well, we can talk about a few things

you can do to improve the liklyhood of a video doing good but unfortunately as

previously mentioned, due to the algorithm constantly changing, there’s no sure-fire

way to guarantee that every video will be a hit. The great thing about TikTok though

is that it only takes one video going viral to see EXPONENTIAL growth on ALL your

platforms, and remember a follower isn’t just a follower, but a potential client! So a

couple of tricks to help your videos go viral; post daily (remember to draft your posts

to save time!), keep your videos short and sweet, stick to your niche, remember you

want to both entertain your audience while providing them with value, and be

original! Originality is so important and can really separate you from the rest of the

content creators in your niche. Something you should keep in mind while creating

videos, is that while it is definitely possible for a video to go viral when you’re

following a recent trend (if you jump on it fast enough) or lip-syncing to a popular

sound, but it’s not as likely as something that’s completely organic. The TikTok apps

is filled with users all posting videos with the same sounds and trends, so if the app

recognizes that you are posting more original content within a specific niche, it’s

more likely to get pushed in front of viewers. Due to the popularity of the app and

the nature of the app itself (the way it prioritizes showing new content and users

rather than just the people you follow), this is a really beneficial platform to be on to

help grow your audience, and if you’re not already on it, you’re missing out! One last

thing I want to say about this particular platform: unlike Instagram where I said you

should decide whether you want to make a new profile or keep your old one; unless

you already have a decent following, I highly recommend making a whole new

account that’s specific to your business and niche. This will not only help in getting

views on your first few videos but it will also help teach the algorithm about how

you plan to use and post on the app compared to when you used the app as just a

consumer. If you can master the TikTok algorithm, then you’ll be amazed at the

amount of growth you see! 
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REPURPOSING POSTS 
So now that we’ve covered the platforms you should be utilizing and

the type of content you should be posting, it’s probably all seeming a

bit daunting and frankly like a lot of work. Here’s where I want to

provide you with some sage information to help you increase your

reach across each of these platforms while also taking some of the

burden off of your back. I mentioned at the beginning that you should

have your Instagram and Facebook accounts connected so that when

you post on Instagram it will also automatically post to the other. This

is a great tool that you should absolutely utilize but be careful to not

let it become the only thing you post on your page. My trick is to

choose one topic or one thing that I want to do for a video each month,

and you want to choose something that you can do consistently, such

as a monthly market update and while you’re filming you’ll want to

get a ton of different takes. After you’ve finished you’ll have a ton of

content that you can work with so that each platform will view it as

original content. This also gives you a chance to redirect your viewers

from one source to another, growing your audience. By this I mean,

for example, if you posted a short 30 second reel or TikTok of your

monthly market update and then let people know in the caption

below that if they are interested to know or see more they can view

the full version on Facebook or YouTube. I want you to remember

though that you don’t have to do it exactly as I’m saying, as long as you

get my point of repurposing content to create something “original” for

each platform and saving yourself time, and knowing how to use that

to redirect your audience to different sites, than you just added a very

important tool into your tool kit.
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VIDEO TRANSCRIPTION
& CAPTIONS

Lastly, let's touch on video transcription, captions, and why you need

to be doing both. Video transcription is going to be when you take

everything that was said in a given video, and turn it all into text.  By

doing this, you now have more quality content that you can post on

your different platforms as a text post and even use it for a blog on

your main website if that's something you have set up. The more ways

you can create content to put out there, without constantly having to

create something brand new for each social media platform, the more

time you are going to save yourself in the long run!

As for captions, theyre are a couple reasons you should be adding

these to EVERY video or story you post. For one, you don't want to

limit your potential audience and some of your audience may be hard

of hearing. Two, according to quite a few studies done over the last

few years, most videos on facebook and instagram are watched with

the sound off. This means that if your video doesn't have captions that

your audience can read, they are going to keep scrolling and miss out

on what you had to say entirely. Thirdly, this is such an easy step you

can do to make your videos appear more professional, so easy in fact

you really don't have a reason not to be doing it! 
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Contact

Brecken Dale

480.980.7930

www.ModernAgentAssist.com

@ModernAgentAssist

THE END
This may feel like a ton of information but now that you have all of my most valuable social

media tips and tricks, if used properly and CONSISTENTLY, I promise you will see what a

difference it makes in your following and in turn your client outreach. Remember to pick one day

a week to focus on your content creation, and film everything you do throughout the week in

between and you'll have plenty to work with and the time to get it done properly and without

stress. 

 

I hope this helps and if you have any questions, need further clarification, or even just feedback, I

would love to hear it! Feel free to reach out to me anytime!

For more guides, scripts, training material,  

or one-on-one coaching visit

ModernAgentAssist.com
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